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Abstract. Accurate image segmentation is used in medical diagnosis since
this technique is a noninvasive pre-processing step for biomedical treatment.
In this work we present an efficient segmentation method for medical image
analysis. In particular, with this method blood cells can be segmented. For
that, we combine the wavelet transform with morphological operations. More-
over, the wavelet thresholding technique is used to eliminate the noise and
prepare the image for suitable segmentation. In wavelet denoising we deter-
mine the best wavelet that shows a segmentation with the largest area in the
cell. We study different wavelet families and we conclude that the wavelet db1
is the best and it can serve for posterior works on blood pathologies. The
proposed method generates goods results when it is applied on several images.
Finally, the proposed algorithm made in MatLab environment is verified for a
selected blood cells.
It is well-known that the image segmentation is a technique widely employed in
applications such that image retrieval [3], object detection [14], [25] and medical
image [9].
The increase of the capacity of the imaging devices makes it necessary to use
accurate segmentation tools in medical applications. Furthermore, it is very difficult
to visualize structures in complex three-dimensional image without deleting large
portions where the data may be important. Tools, such as segmentation, can aid
the medical staff in browsing through such large images by highlighting objects
of particular importance. In addition, the segmentation can model the organs,
tumors, and other structures for further analysis, quantification or simulation, see
for example [8].
Image segmentation is to partition an image into meaningful parts, which gener-
ally consist of an object and a background. The segmentation technique is the first
step in the image analysis and is the process of partitioning image pixels connected
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subsets, called regions, on the basis of homogeneity criteria. That is, with the seg-
mentation technique, an image is separated into disjoint regions which union is the
full image.
Several algorithms have been proposed in the literature to segment an image and
they differ considerably in performance, expense of implementation and speed. The
selection of a suitable algorithm 1.00,0.50,1.00 depends on the type of the images
and applications. Several mathematical models have been proposed to segment
images, such as those cited in [24].
In the recent years, segmentation technique is used to extract useful information
on medical images. This technique is a noninvasive pre-processing step for biomed-
ical treatment. Cell classification has high interest for laboratories. For example,
blood cell segmentation is used to study the diagnosis, treatment planning or lo-
cate tumors and other pathologies [5]. The segmentation of blood cell images is an
important step for automatic cell analysis, because their final classification depends
on the correct use of this technique.
There are several researches that study the segmentation technique. For exam-
ple, an iterative approach based on circular histogram used to detect white blood
is given in [22]. An approach for color image segmentation using entropy to de-
termine the threshold is discussed in [12]. Segmentation method of red blood cell
using different algorithms based in grey level thresholding, image gradient method
and morphological operators is developed in [10]. In [20] segmentation and online
learning algorithms in acquiring, tracking and analyzing cell-cycle behaviors of a
population of cell generated by time-lapse microscopy are presented. A new varia-
tional model for image segmentation based on the complex GinzburgLandau model
and a semi-norm defined by the authors is given [23]. In [2] the image segmentation
algorithm makes use of an efficient connected components algorithm based on a
novel approach for parallel merging. In [21] is shown the parallel edge-region-based
segmentation algorithm targeted at reconfigurable MultiRing network. Finally, in
[11] is combined two techniques for WBC segmentation, scale-space filtering and
watershed clustering, to extract nucleus and cytoplasm respectively.
This paper is on segmentation technique used in blood cells with some diseases.
White blood cells (leukocytes) are an important part of the body’s defense against
infectious organisms and foreign substances. To defend the body adequately, a
sufficient number of white blood cells must receive a message that an infectious
organism or foreign substance has invaded the body, get to where they are needed,
and then kill and digest the harmful organism or substance. Some diseases can be
detected by analyzing the white blood cells. For example, leukemia is a cancer of
blood characterized an abnormal increase of white blood cells; liver disease describes
a single number of diseases affecting the liver, since in this case the bilirubin increase
and the red blood cells dead. Is these cases cells with this disease have an specific
structure and we can segmented this in order to label the disease cells.
Some papers are refereed to image segmentation for blood cells. For example, in
[4] the combination between region merging and watershed method is used, and in
[1] methods of median filter and mathematical morphology operations are combined.
In these papers they segment all the objects that are in the image.
The aim of this paper is to segment blood cell images to obtain the desired cells.
That is, we only segment a cell(s) of study, and this is the difference with the above
methods. For that, we show a modified method of the segmentation technique to
improve the results desired. In this method, we integrate the wavelet transform to
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eliminate the noise. Also, we use morphological operations that allow us to improve
the segmentation technique for blood cell images.
We applied this method to 30 images of blood cells. And the experiment shows
that this method can obtain the boundary of the desired part of the biomedical
images quickly and reliably. It has practical value in the biomedical image analysis.
1. Theoretical framework. In this section we show the theoretical framework
used along this paper.
1.1. Image segmentation. A digital binary image (binary image) is a represen-
tation of a two-dimensional image where each pixel has only two possible values, 0
and 1. Usually the value for the object(s) in the image is 1 while the background
takes the value 0.
Two pixels are neighbors if they share a common side or a common corner. A
path is a sequence of pixels p1, p2, . . . , pn such that pk is a neighbor of pk+1, for
k = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1. We can define three types of neighborhoods of a pixel p:
- The 4−neighborhood of a pixel, N4(p), is the set that includes its horizontal
and vertical neighbors.
- The 4−diagonal-neighborhood of a pixel, ND(p), is a set that includes its four
diagonal neighbors.
- The 8−neighborhood of a pixel, N8(p), is a superset of the 4−neighborhood
and contains the horizontal, vertical and diagonal neighbors.
Connectivity describes a relation between two or more pixels. With this property
we can know if two pixels are part of the same object. A collection of pixels are
connected if for any two pixels in the collection there exists a path of pixels in the
collection such that one is the initial pixel and the other is the final pixel of the
path.
From this, we can infer the definition for 4−connectivity and 8−connectivity.
Two pixels p and q, both having values from a set V , are 4−connected if q ∈ N4(p)
and 8−connected if q ∈ N8(p) (see figure 1).
Figure 1. Illustration of (left) 4−connectivity, (right) 8−connectivity.
A connected set of pixels is usually called a region or connected components. To
obtain a segmented image it is necessary to find all the regions of this image. For
example, if in the figure 1 we consider 4−connectivity and there are two objects but
if we consider 8−connectivity there is one object.
Image segmentation is the partitioning of the image I into nonoverlapping regions
according to some common features. Segment is to determine connected sets Si ⊂ I
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Sj = ∅ i 6= j.
1.2. Fundamental operations. In this subsection we introduce the fundamental
morphological operations.
Give an image (a subset) A in Z2,
a) A complement of A, denoted by AC , is given by AC = {z / z /∈ A}.
b) The reflection of A, denoted by AR, is AR = {−a / a ∈ A}.
c) The translation of A by the vector z, denoted by (A)z, is defined by (A)z =
{b / b = a+ z, a ∈ A} .
It is well-know that the morphological operations are used to image segmentation.
The two most basic operations in mathematical morphology are erosion and dilation.
Give the images (subsets) A and B in Z2,
a) The basic effect of the erosion operator on a binary image is to erode away
the boundaries of regions of the foreground pixels. The erosion of A by B,
AªB, is given by AªB = {z/ (B)z ∩A 6= ∅}.
b) The basic effect of the dilation operator on a binary image is to gradually
enlarge the boundaries of regions of foreground pixels. The dilation of A by
B, denoted by A⊕B is defined by A⊕B = {z/ (BR)z ∩A 6= ∅} .
With the dilation related pixels can be joined; with the erosion small objects or
irrelevant details can be eliminated. In a binary image, the background’s value is 0
and the value of the object is 1. Dilation in this case makes that the background
pixels that are neighbors to pixels of the object take the value 1, that is, dilation
enlarges the size of the objects. On the other hand, erosion in this case makes that
the object pixels that are neighbors to pixels of the background take the value 0,
that is, erosion decreases the size of the objects.
An issue often addressed in the image processing is the filling of a determined
region by a given simple closed curve. This technique is based in dilation and
complement operators (see [19] for more information). We start at a point p that
is inside the border. This point has the value 1 and the background has the value 0
and we want to fill completely the specified region by p with 1′s. If I is the image
and B is the corresponding kernel, the process is given by
X0 = p
X1 = (X0 ⊕B) ∩ IC
X2 = (X1 ⊕B) ∩ IC
X3 = (X2 ⊕B) ∩ IC
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Xn = (Xn−1 ⊕B) ∩ IC n = 1, 2, 3, ...
The process of filling of a region is shown in figure 2.
1.3. Wavelet analysis. The algorithm proposed in this paper is based in wavelet
analysis. This technique is used in different applications [13], and we use it to
remove the noise of an image while the characteristics of this image are preserved.
Wavelet analysis has been widely used (for more information see [15, 16, 17, 18]).
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Figure 2. (Left) original image, (right) filled region.
To preserve the desired characteristics it is important to choose an adequate
threshold, T . There are two kinds of thresholds: the hard and the soft. The hard
threshold signal is x, if |x| > T and 0 if |x| ≤ T , and the soft threshold signal is
sign(x)(|x| − T ), if |x| > T and 0 if |x| ≤ T . Soft threshold is an extension of hard
one, since it makes 0 the entries whose absolute value is lower that the threshold
and it shrinks the nonzero coefficients towards 0 (see figure 3).
Figure 3. Transfer functions of the Soft and Hard Thresholding.
Using the threshold method it is further possible to reject noise and to enlarge
signal to noise ratio. The denoised algorithm assumes that the signal contains low
frequency components and it is corrupted by the additive noise where its power
is lower than the power of the analyzed signal. The two-dimensional denoising
procedure involves three steps:
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a) The signal decomposition, using a chosen wavelet function up to the selected
level and evaluation of wavelet transform coefficients.
b) The choice of threshold limits for each decomposition level and the modifica-
tion of its coefficients.
c) The signal reconstruction from modified wavelet transform coefficients.
The results of this process depend on the proper choice of the wavelet functions
and the selection of the threshold limits. The process to apply wavelet analysis
is as follows: Firstly, the optimal threshold is selected. When the grey value of a
pixel is greater than the threshold, the pixel belongs to the interested region and its
color is white. Conversely, if the grey value of a pixel is lower than the threshold,
the pixel belongs to the background and its color is black. Next, the best level of
decomposition is selected. For that, an image and a wavelet family are taken and the
results are compared using different levels of decomposition. Hence, the best level
in the analysis is chosen. Finally, the best wavelet family for this level is chosen.
The different wavelet families make different trade-offs between how compactly the
basis functions are localized in the space and how smooth they are. So, the election
of the wavelet family depends on the desired results.
2. Methodology. In the present study we use the images of two databases to
apply the proposed method: the images of the UAB Pathology Department PEIR
Digital Library (denoted by P) and the images of the Medeiros’ collection (denoted
by M) re. These databases are selected because they include a variety of cases.
In this section we present a method to isolate the diseased cells of the blood
in order to label them. We use the MatLab software and, for this reason, the
image needs to be processed as follows (figure 4 is a flowchart that represents the
segmentation process).
Figure 4. Segmentation process.
Moreover, in Matlab environment we have developed an interface to help the
user. This interface is self-contained and shows the segmentation of blood cells
images step by step (see figure 5 as an example of the interface).
After reading the image, its size is increased 3 times to get a better display.
Then, the segmentation process is as follows:
a) Transform the color image to grey image.
The color image, namely RGB (Red, Green and Blue) is read in MatLab
environment and it is stored as a matrix with m × n × 3 bytes. The stored
image is transformed to grey image. Grey image, which has only brightness
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Figure 5. Comparison of different wavelets.
information, is expressed by a matrix with m× n bytes. We take a pixel and
for each component R,G and B we apply the following equation,
Grey = 0.289R+ 0.5870G+ 0.1140B.
b) Improve the contrast of the images.
The histogram equalization improves the contrast of images. The histogram
is an important tool in the processing of an image, because it can show their
characteristics and defects. The histogram is a graphical distribution of the
grey levels of pixels in a digital image. It provides a simple representation of
the concentration versus brightness of pixels in an image. Watching him, we
know if an image is dark or light and if it has high or low contrast.
The process of adjust the intensity values can be done automatically by
a function that performs the histogram equalization. This function involves
the change of the intensity values so that the histogram of the output image
approximately matches an specified histogram.
c) Wavelet-packet denoising.
Wavelet denoising attempts to remove the noise in the image while pre-





, where σ is the variance of the estimated noise and m×n
is the number of pixels in the image. We use a soft threshold because it
has some advantages, for example, it makes algorithms mathematically more
tractable (see [6], [7] for more information).
On wavelet families, we study Daubechies (dbN), N = 1, 2, 3, Coiflets
(coifN), N = 1, 2, 3, and Symlets (symN), N = 2, 3, where N is the order. We
choose these families because they share some characteristics such as orthogo-
nality, biorthogonality, compact support, a large number of zero moments and
we can make their analysis using the Discrete Wavelet Transform or using the
Continuous Wavelet Transform.
The process is as follows:
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a) We apply different wavelets on the same image to choose the best level of
the decomposition.
b) With the level fixed we compare the measurements obtained for some
images using the wavelet families previously selected.
c) We choose the wavelet that shows the best results. In our paper we
compare the area and the perimeter, but we can make the analysis using
another parameters.
Note that in the process, we do not apply the binarization because the
images are already binarized using this wavelet denoising.
d) Fundamental operations.
The complement of the image is obtained. That is, the difference between each
value and the value of the maximum pixel is used in the output image. In this
case, the dark areas become lighter and vice versa. In the output image, the
objects take the value 1 (white) and the background takes the value 0 (black).
The obtained binary image has holes. A hole is a set of background pixels
that are not filled from the edge of the image. To fill the holes we use the
filling operator. In this case, we do not use the dilation operator because we
want to fill certain areas (subsets) and not all the set.
e) Remove small objects.
We remove small objects using a morphological technique. In this case, the
method removes all the objects which have less than 750 pixels. This number
is determined by the user of the application.
f) Segmented image.
Finally, the algorithm traces region boundaries in the image and label the
image for later use. Thus, the image is segmented and we can obtain some
characteristics such that its area and perimeter.
We apply the proposed method to original images. This method is represented,
for a particular image in figure 6.
3. Results and discussion. In accordance with the proposed method, the best
level in wavelet denoising is n = 1. We apply the above methodology to a set
of images provided by the two databases P and M. This methodology has been
implemented in MatLab software.
Figures 7 and 8 show examples of the segmentation when there exist more than
one cell to segment. In the first figure we use the wavelet ’coif3’ and in the second
figure we use the wavelet ’sym3’, both of them at level n = 1. We can observe that
the segmentation is accurate in both cases and our algorithm finds all the objects.
If we study all the cases, we can conclude that the accuracy of the segmentation
depends strongly on which wavelet is chosen. If we apply different wavelets in
the same image at level n = 1, we observe that the area and perimeter of the
segmented section are different and depends on the wavelet used. We show this fact
in the following table.
In figure 5, for example, we can see the difference over the area and the perimeter.
And we can observe in this figure that with the ’db2’ and ’sym2’ wavelets we obtain
the same results. The same happens with the ’db3’ and ’sym3’ wavelets.
Moreover, if we study the table, we conclude that the best results for the area
of these images are obtained with the ’db1’ wavelet and the level of decomposition
n = 1.
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Figure 6. Segmentation of a blood cell image that contains a small lymphocyte.
Figure 7. Image P510. Segmentation of a blood cell image that
contains schistocytes (micro blood film neutrophils and lympho-
cyte).
Figure 8. Image P569. Segmentation of a blood cell image that
contains toxic granulation (micro blood film with band and
metamyelocyte).
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n=1 Area Perim. Area Perim. Area Perim. Area Perim.
M23 M23 M21 M21 P1816 P1816 P2723 P2723
db1 16223 495 12939 638 18413 569 41227 846
db2 14954 726 11463 734 17043 777 38639 1217
db3 13480 669 10131 683 15673 671 35984 1252
coif1 13703 761 10306 761 15956 759 36696 1149
coif2 10610 852 7074 821.5 12589 860 18039 1557
coif3 7979 923.7 4353 862.1 9432 756 8150 1568
sym2 14954 726 11463 734 17043 777 38639 1217
sym3 13480 669 10131 683 15673 671 35984 1252
Table 1. Comparison of different wavelets applied to some blood
cells images in terms of the area and the perimeter. The rest of
images are in the Annex.
In figures 9, 10 and 11 we represent some of the obtained results in the table.
In this way, we can see in a visual way that the results of the table are correct.
Moreover, we can observe that the segmentation with the ’db1’ wavelet and the
level of decomposition n = 1 is the most accurate.
Figure 9. Image M21. Segmentation of a blood cell image that
contains parasites and fungus.
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Figure 10. Image M23. Segmentation of a blood cell image that
contains a lymphocyte.
Figure 11. Image P2723. Segmentation of a blood cell image
that contains metamyelocyte (micro wright stained blood film case
of streptococcal sepsis cell).
4. Conclusions. In this paper, we have developed an algorithm based on MatLab
software that aims to segment blood cell images. This algorithm is completely
automated, fast, accurate and requiring rather modest computing. It can show
isolated cells and we can obtain the area and perimeter of them. It has been tested
on a total of 30 images from two sources with a high success rate.
The algorithm combines the automatic threshold selection with the use of mor-
phological operations to segment blood cell images and we obtain an excellent result.
Using this algorithm the best results for the processed images have been obtained
with the wavelet ’db1’ and the level of decomposition n = 1.
The described method in this paper is sufficient for the correct detection and
segmentation of nucleated cells. Thus, the isolated cells, that they are diagnostically
important, have been detected and correctly segmented.
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Annex. The lines indicates that the wavelet does not detect the cell.
M1 db1 db2 db3 coif1 coif2 coif3 sym2 sym3
Area 8300 5409 1300 3344 - - 5409 1300
9662 5741 1654 2154 - - 5741 1654
Per. 1056.3 1262.4 598.60 1240.88 - - 1262.4 598.60
1262.4 1641.7 505.35 763.31 - - 1641.7 505.35
M10
Area 17140 10123 6094 6349 2419 - 10123 6094
Per. 1494.4 1512.1 911.3 976.98 461.10 - 1512.1 911.3
M22
Area 12845 1837.96 3032 3233 - - 8794 3032
2501 - - -4 - - - -
Per. 1454.15 1262.4 740.54 795.44 - - 1837.96 740.54
420.92 - - - - - - -
M35
Area 17741 13502 10355 10547 6052 3112 13502 10355
Per. 1401.4 1375.9 726.58 768.99 1030.17 756.35 1375.9 726.58
M58
Area 12114 10101 5421 6236 - - 10101 5421
4462 - - - - - - -
Per. 744.48 1020.41 1279.69 1394.18 - - 1020.41 1279.69
925.3 - - - - - - -
M205
Area 21084 13552 5244 5244 1228 - 13552 5244
Per. 1043 1475 559.7 559.7 163.80 - 1475 559.7
M209
Area 3120 1420 - - - - 1420 -
2684 - - - - - - -
Per. 368.27 299.5 - - - - 299.5 -
461.14 - - - - - - -
Table 2. Mendeiros’ images.
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P2726 db1 db2 db3 coif1 coif2 coif3 sym2 sym3
Area 47385 44588 29350 33281 5251 - 44588 29350
Perimeter 985 1452 3167 2662 902.2 - 1452 3167
P505
Area 10649 8423 6308 6450 3495 1147 8423 6308
Perimeter 696 771.2 603.5 623 668.04 547.85 771.2 603.5
P506
Area 11638 10524 9300 9490 6879 4555 10524 9300
8724 6946 5951 6078 3401 1500 6946 5951
Perimeter 501.1 518.27 487.89 504.9 637.70 487.57 518.27 487.89
455.65 575.69 546.48 606.93 673.11 533.37 575.69 546.48
P507
Area 3459 2769 2233 2313 1153 - 2769 2233
Perimeter 298.35 297.18 311.32 304.29 318.33 - 297.18 311.32
P508
Area 10229 9135 6978 7891 2812 - 9135 6978
8412 7144 6139 6353 2778 - 7144 6139
Perimeter 418.19 555.97 510.5 577.03 709.74 - 555.97 510.5
430.1 565.6 796.87 645.41 796.65 - 565.6 796.87
P510
Area 7362 5816 4776 4919 2791 1171 5816 4776
7467 6658 5840 6050 4015 2412 6658 5840
6166 5120 4381 4465 2674 1299 5120 4381
Perimeter 414.68 620.01 530.07 557.09 485.39 362.96 620.01 530.07
340.74 468.33 409.95 450.76 428.76 454.84 468.33 409.95
387.81 410.29 403.85 421.10 385.55 359.55 410.29 403.85
P513
Area 15280 13032 11592 11592 8300 4392 13032 11592
Perimeter 933 690 586 586 445.5 475.4 690 586
P521
Area 7495 6259 4989 5192 2208 - 6259 4989
7281 6472 5679 5781 3620 1775 6472 5679
Perimeter 503.97 683.47 646.64 679.98 765.68 - 683.47 646.64
419.28 508.39 496.88 536.76 584.01 467.39 508.39 496.88
P522
Area 6496 5060 3788 3788 - - 5060 3788
7076 5688 4580 4580 1676 - 5688 4580
7276 6104 4996 4996 1520 - 6104 4996
Perimeter 671.07 610 513.73 513.73 - - 610 513.73
583.87 524.65 493.92 493.92 291.01 - 524.65 493.92
552.55 514.89 493.24 493.24 236.08 - 514.89 493.24
Table 3. PEIR’s images.
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P569 db1 db2 db3 coif1 coif2 coif3 sym2 sym3
Area 5952 5232 4552 4552 2752 1312 5232 4552
14024 11500 9196 9196 5276 2592 11500 9196
12268 10616 9028 9028 5748 3372 10616 9028
Perimeter 331.20 315.20 293.54 293.54 239.88 174.91 315.20 293.54
827.85 659.87 591.58 591.58 462.81 376.67 659.87 591.58
773.42 693.72 425.15 425.15 416.57 296.77 693.72 425.15
P580
Area 7609 5236 4436 4549 2606 - 5236 4436
6046 6573 5744 5822 3848 2186 6573 5744
Perimeter 353.91 469.40 441.16 471.49 433.83 - 469.40 441.16
416.43 495.55 519.39 503.29 499.29 379.10 495.55 519.39
P583
Area 9947 9068 8150 8299 6015 4018 9068 8150
13538 12466 11376 11572 8804 6252 12466 11376
Perimeter 384.88 514.27 477.3 486.46 568.4 481.33 514.27 477.3
454.62 592.3 595.04 633.75 676.04 626.77 592.3 595.04
P985
Area 1784 1416 1080 1080 - - 1416 1080
8868 7808 6984 6984 4748 2892 7808 6984
8924 8076 7264 7264 5060 3212 8076 7264
Perimeter 172.18 156.18 140.18 140.18 - - 156.18 140.18
397.34 378.51 359.68 359.68 302.61 243.30 378.51 359.68
394.02 378.02 359.20 359.20 305.54 246.23 378.02 359.20
P1812
Area 14608 12876 11364 11609 7960 4705 12876 11364
Perimeter 707.81 797.51 749.33 852.55 943.95 776 797.51 749.33
P223740
Area 1804 - - - - - - -
Perimeter 479.99 - - - - - - -
P223734
Area 1265 - - - - - - -
Perimeter 396.29 - - - - - - -
P214010
Area 1220 - - - - - - -
Perimeter 320.11 - - - - - - -
P213970
Area 1628 - - - - - - -
Perimeter 210.91 - - - - - - -
P223719
Area 780 - - - - - - -
Perimeter 256.47 - - - - - - -
Table 4. PEIR’s images.
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